


The Course

Exploration of issues relevant to teaching in 
psychology and related disciplines. Focus on a 
variety of pedagogical issues: course 
development, teaching strategies, preparation 
of materials, evaluation, classroom 
management. 


This section of PSY601S will focus on course design. It will be 
extremely practical in that we are actively designing a course series that 
will be taught at Duke next year. Throughout this semester we will 
design and start to create materials for a two-semester course on 
quantitative methods that combines the current introductory statistics 
and general research methods courses. However, we are not just going 
to reshuffle the current courses. We would like to create an innovative, 
modern, and forward looking course that takes advantage of the 
latest and greatest methods for designing and running an 
undergraduate course. 

What We Will Do 
As a team, we will spend the semester: 

• Learning to use backward course design 
• Developing learning objectives/goals 
• Developing a course proposal 
• Creating a syllabus 
• Deciding how to structure all components of a course (lecture, 

sections/lab, assignments, exams) 
• Beginning to create content for the course 

This course is open to graduate and undergraduate students. The final 
project requirements are slightly different for grads  
and undergrads but the weekly work is the same. 




Class time will be spent having discussions, reading short articles, and 
working in pairs or small groups. There is no lecture. 

Graded Materials 
Grades will be based on: 

Participation in class discussion (30%) 
This includes being an active member of the team during class and 
making contribution to small group activities that we do during class 
(e.g., crowdsourced syllabus creation). 

Faculty interviews (20%) 
Each student will interview 4 faculty members during the first half of the 
semester to find out (1) what they would like students to be able to do 
and know after taking methods and statistics, and (2) what could be a 
good example finding from their lab that we could feature in an example 
in the course. Ideally, this example is from a project that involved a 
former undergraduate at Duke. After these interviews, a short report 
form will be filled out to get credit for the interview. 

Content creation (50%) 
Each student (working in pairs) will create two modules for the course 
that includes a lecture plan, section/lab plan, and an assignment. We 
will set aside class time to work on this throughout the semester. 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“Teaching… is creating those conditions  
in which most – if not all – of our students 

will realize their potential to learn. That 
sounds like hard work, and it is a little scary 

because we don't have complete control…, 
but it is highly rewarding and obtainable.”  

-Ken Baine, What the Best College Teachers Do

Instructor: GR Samanez-Larkin Languages 114B


